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Richard Harwood is fed up. He says his bank doesn’t
know who he is. The bankers don’t know anything about his
business. And he doesn’t recognize any of the faces when
he goes in to handle a transaction. Harwood is the owner of
a successful Bethesda, MD-based research and consulting
firm, The Harwood Group. He banks at a large, national
financial institution - call it a bankolith - but says he’d like to
have access to a community bank.

Community banking is an option that fewer and fewer
local business leaders have. In the past year, a wave of
Mergers and acquisitions has swept over the banking
industry, leaving behind a handful of big-name bankswhere
dozens of smaller ones once scrambled for market share.
That’s not to say there isn’t competition - there are still local
only banks competing across Greater Washington - but
the super-sized players have asserted themselves
witha vengeance.

Mid-to-large sized companies seem to love it. The
bankoliths have evolved into one-stop shops, moving fluidly
from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, big enough to handle virtually
any growth or problems their larger customers might see.
According to industry leaders, it’s the small-business banking
customer who loses in the land of the giants. Small business
people complain that they have lost the opportunity to deal
with a local decision-maker that knows the nuances of their
businesses. “One of the important things is you don’t feel
like they care about your business. They Gafe about your
money,” Harwood says. “Everyone wants your money. The
question is whether they give a damn about how you make it.”

At least one local executive argues that the mergers
are good for business people. Hugh Long, Capital Area
President of First Union National Bank, rejects the assertion
that doing business in a big bank is bureaucratic and
impersonal. Long is convinced that business clients prefer
bigger banks. “I was with a bank in Georgia before this
and we used that marketing line a lot, but frankly it’s a
myth - absurd and ridiculous. People are people. We want
people to know our bankers and our bankers to know people.”

The merger mania has been so frenzied in the past
two years that some analysts suspect the day of the small
local bank may be over altogether. In theory, the economies
of scale the large national banks control are terrific. In practice,
however, absorbing the effects of mergers and acquisitions
can be problematic for even the largest banks.

Louise L. Schiavone. Washington Business Forward,
July 1999, p. 43, with slight adaptations.



01. The author of the text is primarily concerned with:
a) defending the principle that bigger banks are better.
b) discussing the effects of bank merging on different business people.
c) demonstrating the economies of scale and advantages of larger banks.
d) narrating the impact of the merger mania to small business people.
e) weighing the advantages of small banks against bankoliths.

02.  It can be deduced from the text that Richard Harwood wished he could do business with a 
bank:
a) in which he knew some of the clerks he was supposed to deal with.
b) owned by powerful bankers who knew the nuances of every business.
c) staffed exclusively by close friends of the customers.
d) whose local staff lived in the same community as the customers.
e) run by people who cared about their own business.

03. In lines 16-17, “with a vengeance” means:
a) that the action was caused by a great desire for revenge.
b) a retaliatory action which gives its performer a great deal of satisfaction.
c) an aggressive action carried out against someone who has done something harmful.
d) something which is done with the purpose of hurting or punishing people.
e) something which is done or happens to a much greater extent than was expected.

04. Mark the correct pair of synonyms.
a) fed up (Iine 1) - disillusioned.
b) wave (Iine 10) - decrease.
c) handful (line 12) - many.
d) nuances (Iine 25) - highlights.
e) give a damn (line 29) - care.

05. THAT in “... that knows” (Iine 25) and THIS in “... before this” (Iine 35) mean, respectively:
a) opportunity - Georgia
b) people - a bank
c) a local decision-maker - First Union Bank
d) small business people - bigger banks
e) small business people - merging

06. Harwood’s concluding remark does NOT denote:
a) complaint 
b) criticism 
c) resentment
d) regret
e) objection

07. The purpose of the fourth paragraph is to:
a) prove the theory that the mergers are good for all businesses.
b) point out that both local banks and bigger banks are client-centered
c) present evidence that all local executives will disagree with Harwood.
d) reject the concept of customer comfort and satisfaction.
e) analyze thoroughly the similarity between Harwood’s and Long’s ideas.



08. Based upon the information in the last paragraph, we can conclude that:
a) merging can be tough even for powerful bankoliths.
b) big businessmen will end up dealing with small banks.
c) small local banks will succeed in the end.
d) the acquisition of other institutions is mostly disastrous.
e) the effects of the wave of mergers are still chaotic.

09.  Some  people  say  that________smaller  community  banks  have  their  place,  survival  for 
_______in the middle range is no longer a given. According to a consultant, “They’re living in a 
different world.
They provide specialty services_______rich customers. ________they were the biggest bank in
the most important city. Now people hardly know they exist.”
Mark the words that complete the sentence above meaningfully and correctly.
a) while - those - for - Once.
b) although - that - to - Formerly.
c) since - these - towards – Before.
d) once - many - to - In the past.
e) even though - some - with - Firstly.

10. Mark the item in which the sentence has been rewritten in the passive voice INCORRECTLY.
a) Burke and Herbert Bank doesn’t sell insurance and securities -Insurance and securities are not
sold by Burke and Herbert Bank.
b) F&M bought Capital Bank of Rockville – Capital Bank of Rockville was bought by F&M.
c) Nations Bank had bought BankAmerica – BankAmerica had been bought by Nations Bank.
d) First Union shall still make over $1 billion this year – Over $1 billion this year should still be 
made by First Union.
e) Chevy Chase Bank will offer customers attractive rates - Customers will be offered attractive 
rates by Chevy Chase Bank.
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